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Everyday
 
Everyday I wonder if things will change
Everyday my hope is at a different range,
 
Everyday I hope to reach my goal
Everyday I become more whole,
 
Everyday I laugh more then i can count
Everyday I cry the same amount,
 
Everyday I hope to get the news I want
Everyday I pray for the same thing like a chant,
 
Everyday I never know if its good or bad
Everyday I live it then decide,
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Growing Up
 
Elementary, High school, University,
Thats not what growing up is,
Its when you can tell the truth even if it means trouble,
It means you won't lie for stupid reasons,
It means no fun,
I don't wanna grow up
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I Dont Need
 
Diamonds and chocolate I do not need
Your love binds me like a tree to its leaves,
 
Happy or sad I'll be with you
I'll be happy with whatever you do
 
I'll love you forever hoping you'll do that too
I LOVE YOU I LOVE YOU it's very true
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I Wish
 
I wish for this life to end more then ever
I want it to end quick and painless like a blow to a feather,
 
The pain in my heart spreads from head to toe
but I'm hanging on and wont let go,
 
So many reasons to keep holding on
One is the pain people would suffer when I'm gone,
 
In the end I'm happy to live
This crummy life that god gives.
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Lies
 
I thought we were friends I guess I was wrong
All those times we talked were they all lies even your song? ,
 
I told you over and over again
But you never listened when I began,
 
I'd say it was great knowing you
But I'd be lying and that's not what I do,
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Love
 
Love is a feeling stronger then others you can not give it up if it stays true.
 
Once the light of love has shined on you that light may dim but will never go out.
 
The feelings are there hidden or shown No matter to whom you feel them, they
will always stay in a corner of your heart.
 
The love you feel must be true to remember every second they spent with you.
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Rain
 
Rain is wet loud and cold
My favorite season no matter how old,
 
Happy or sad perfect for you
Happy or sad its perfect for me too,
 
Today I'm happy and hope you are too
Because the rain was brought to me and you
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Spring
 
The sun shining bright
The days get longer,
 
Winter is going slowly away
With spring right behind it coming our way,
 
No more cold the heat is here
Waiting to show its true fear,
 
The rain is falling the flowers bloom
Spring is here shout woohoo!
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The Fire In My Heart
 
The fire burning in my heart will never go out
You act as if you know what its all about,
 
I know I must seem happy to you
but sadly this is very untrue,
 
The feelings I have might never change
They'll always stay exactly the same,
 
In my mind you love me too
In reality I know its not true,
 
I eat I sleep it's all the same
I cry each night without a change,
 
I must go on 'till who knows what
I will survive without a cut
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The War Will Never End
 
When ever I'm thinking it's almost over
The war hits harder taking me farther,
 
My heart aches with such pain because I have no one
When the strong war i get crushed like a wet bun,
 
The bun is soft and very soggy easy to crush
Just like my heart in the wars rush,
 
I wish I could let the pain heal and not feel it forever
but sadly I know its not over not yet not ever,
 
Now I know its just getting rougher
It will never end leaving me to suffer,
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